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C. Surratt Aprons 
is a luxury lifestyle 

brand offering a 
sophisticated line of 

products for the 
quintessential host, 
and the chef who 
cooks with style
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C. Surratt Aprons is a luxury lifestyle brand offering a sophisticated line of products for the 

quintessential host and the chef who cooks with style.  Our line of couture aprons is for the stylish 

woman who understands that whether she is entertaining casually or hosting a formal dinner, fashion 

is an inherent part of who she is every day. Our aprons bring a refined and sexy design to a 

functional garment that every kitchen and woman needs. 

All of our aprons feature classic, timeless designs and flattering cuts, and come in a wide variety of 

eye-catching colors and bold prints.  Each apron’s namesake is a woman whose iconic style has 

influenced the fashion industry in immeasurable ways. An example—our Jenna apron, whose vibrant 

floral print with Spanish influence, mesmerizing colors and contrasting belt, honors Jenna Lyons, 

Creative Director and President of J. Crew. Ms. Lyons embodies how to mix various prints and great 

color combinations, and she does it effortlessly.  

To achieve the highest manufacturing standards, protect our brand and ensure our impeccable quality 

requirements are met consistently, all of our aprons are Made in America.  We produce only a limited 

number of aprons in each print so that our clients are ensured of the exclusivity of the garment they 

receive. As we introduce new chef aprons, as well as men’s and children’s line, we will always stay 

true to the simple elegance for which we are known. 

C. Surratt Aprons—elegance, beauty and sophistication, for those who cook and serve with style.
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Each apron comes gift boxed

Mrs. O   Wallis               Jackie O                Lee
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ABOUT CHANELL 

Personal Stylist and Apron Designer 
Chanell Surratt has always had an affinity 
for fashion. The daughter and niece of 
tailors, the love of style is a family affair. 
With dreams of gliding down fashion 
catwalks as a model, Chanell attended 
John Casablanca’s Modeling School as a 
teenager. After being told that even in 
heels she didn’t meet the minimum 
height requirement for runway models, 
Chane l l was d i sappo in ted , bu t 
determined to live out her love of 
fashion in a different way. 

Chanell earned her Bachelor of Science 
degree in Tourism and Hospitality 
Management from Temple University, 
and upon graduation worked in the 
legal field for many years.  

One day while reading a magazine, 
Chanell came across an article on the 
preparations necessary for a woman to 
throw a fabulous dinner party.  Yet, what 
Chanell noticed wasn’t the food or even 
the table setting.   She noticed what the 
woman was wearing, most notably the 
apron and how unremarkable it was, and 
an idea was born.  While her first thought was, “I can make an apron that looks way better than 
that,” Chanell didn’t want to design an average, everyday apron.   

Chanell thought about her mother, and the countless dinner parties where her mother spent 
the entire time cooking and serving, never having time to get properly dressed until the very 
end of the party.  Chanell wanted to design an apron that was so beautiful and so unique, that 
even if the hostess didn’t have time to get dressed she would still look amazing in just her 
tights, a t-shirt and of course, one of Chanell’s aprons.  So she did what she loved most, 
shopped for the fabrics that would become the line of eclectic aprons that she had envisioned.  
Chanell found beautiful and durable fabrics, sketched out designs and found a local 
manufacturer to bring her vision to life.  After all the hard work was done and overcoming a few 
bumps in the road, C. Surratt Aprons was born. 
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UNIQUE HOLIDAY GIFT IDEAS 

Deon Guillory is on your side with a unique holiday gift. He is 
joined by apron designer Chanell Surratt to talk about her line of 
couture aprons. WATCH VIDEO

MUNCHIES: MERRY FOOD-MAS 

Now Surratt makes something that will help you look as good in 
the kitchen as the food you make.  READ FULL ARTICLE

PHILLY CURRENT PC PICKS 2017 WINNER (03/06/2017 ISSUE) 

Offering some of the most beautiful aprons we've ever seen, 
this company prides itself on offering timeless, flattering, and 
purposeful style to all your kitchen endeavors.  It's time to turn up 
the heat in your kitchens, Philly! TAKE A LOOK
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Lisa H. 
Chef, Owner of 1st Course Catering 

A simple thank you doesn't seem like enough. From the moment I received my 
C.Surratt package, it has been nothing but LOVE!   I absolutely loved the 
packaging which was beautifully adorned with a big black fluffy bow (I am still 
trying to figure out how it arrived without being smashed in transit :o).     

I chose the Grace apron partly because of the name and partly due to the vivid 
colors. The Grace apron is absolutely more beautiful in person and speaks to its 
name.   The quality is outstanding it lays beautifully without wrinkling, as well as 
holding up in the kitchen.   I can go from the kitchen to the table to entertain 
looking flawless in my Grace apron, so for that I thank you!  I can’t wait to purchase 
my next one.

Lisa J. 
Entrepreneur, author, publisher 

The C.Surratt experience is a class act! I pride myself with being the hostess with 
the mostess and C.Surratt Aprons are so much more than just an apron.  They’re 
beautifully crafted conversation pieces that wow your guests and make 
entertaining simple, elegant and stylish!  

I L-O-V-E my aprons! 

Linda B. 
Chef 

Real tears!! My cousin asked me what I wanted for my 30th birthday so I told 
her about these GORGEOUS aprons I fell in love with (not thinking she would 
make this type of investment into my career). Lo and behold I open a 
package today and she gifted me @csurrattaprons. I can't wait to put this to 
use!! 
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CONTACT 
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Email 

stylist@chanellsurratt.com 

Phone 

267.767.0055 

Facebook 

@csurrattaprons 

Instagram 

@csurrattaprons
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